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Creative Adventures

Hello everyone! Spring is here and by the time
you are reading this, hopefully we’ll have lovely
sunny weather to enjoy being out and about
having lots of fun. This edition focuses on
Creative Adventures and looks at all sorts of
ways you can explore creativity through books,
music, art, poetry and travel!
On page 2 read about the West Sussex Library Service and the
ways they can support children and young people with special
needs. Chris North and Adam Gellibrand have been running
workshops with funding from the National Lottery Community
Fund. Adam has been supporting young people make digital
music (page 3) while Chris has been Lifting Poetry Off the
Page (pages 4 and 5). You can find an update on the Wheely
Wonders days I run on page 15.
Jonathan Collins has recently published his book on wheelchair
fencing - he’s told us all about it on pages 6 and 7. If you would
like to know more about creating a personal Wiki to share with
teachers and other professionals, turn to page 13.
Kangaroos are celebrating their 25th year and there’s more
information about all their adventures on page 11 and details
about Kids Blossom, a new club in Worthing on page 8. Also
based in Worthing are CYCALL who have sent us an update on
page 10. Find out about Head2Head Theatre who will be visiting
schools during the summer also on page 10. If your group or
charity need some help with funding or new technology, Fit,
Well and Connected may be able to help - details on page 14.
Reaching Families can offer support to parents and carers in
many ways, information about their projects are on pages 12 and
16.
If you love art like me, read about the accessibility at Pallant
House Gallery on page 14. I recently visited the Van Gogh
Museum while having a fabulous holiday in
Holland which I have written about on pages
8 and 9. I’d love to hear other travel stories
so please write to us!
Lizzie Baily
lizzie@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk
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Library Services

Have you been to the library recently?
Across West Sussex there are 36
libraries and library membership is free
and open to everyone. We even give
out library cards at birth registration now,
so you may already be a member. If you
have a Compass Card you
can use that as a library
card as well – if it’s not set
up already, just head to the
library and we can do it for
you.
What will you find at your
local library?
All libraries have books suitable for
children and young people of all ages;
from preschool and primary-age to
teenagers. There’s also free computer
access and free WiFi and
CDs, DVDs and audio
books to listen to. You
can also access the
library from home with a
range of magazines and
newspapers to download
and reference information
from our e-library.
What else goes on at the library?
Every library offers a free weekly
rhyme time session designed for
under-fives, although all children
are welcome. The largest
libraries also have monthly
multi-sensory story sessions
called Story Magic, specially
designed for children and
young people with disabilities
or communication difficulties and their
families. Chris North was our special
guest at the Worthing Story Magic in
February and March, with some poetry
magic of his own (more on page 4),
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Normally at Story Magic sessions, we
share some Bag Books sensory stories.
Find your nearest session at
www.westsussex.gov.uk/libraryevents
or on the Local Offer website.
The Bag books stories
are also available to
borrow by groups or
individuals and you
may also have come
across Understand
Me which is a project
lending communication
aid devices through libraries. There
is a wide selection available to borrow
including switch adapted toys and a
range of recordable devices such as
bars and GoTalks enabling families to
try them out and deciding if
they are suitable. Find out
more on the website
www.westsussex.gov.
uk/understandme
or by visiting your local
library.
All library buildings are accessible and
all West Sussex libraries are open 6
days a week – half days in our little
libraries such as Pulborough
or Southbourne and all day in
libraries in towns and larger
villages. The library is free to
visit – come along and share a
story and spend some time in
the library.
To find your nearest library go to
www.westsussex.gov.uk/libraries
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Adam’s Music Workshops

During 2018 Wellspring secured some
funding from The National Lottery’s
Community Fund grant.
Some of the funding
was used to purchase
some exciting new
music technology equipment! This
included three Apple Mac Mini
workstations with monitors,
a Skoog, a Makey Makey
and also an iPad for creative
music making. There was
also some funding which
has been allocated to deliver
workshops to groups with
additional needs for this year.
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Here’s some feedback about the
workshops:
“Music is my favourite activity.”
Chris, Workshop Attendee
“The sessions are a unique opportunity
for our guys to access some great
equipment and express
themselves creatively.”
Support Worker, Butterfly
Project
“It’s awesome! It’s helping
me learn about music and
that’s what I want to do.”
Young person from Manor
Green College.

The music sessions and the
There are forthcoming
new workstations offer
workshops booked this
valuable opportunities
spring and summer
to young people with
giving more groups
additional needs,
access to this new
enabling them to
equipment and other
learn new skills with
music workshops. They
technology and produce
include sessions at
digital music and work
PACSO in Chichester,
with professionals in
Manor Green College in
digital media. Workshop participants will
work and learn with their peers, creating, Crawley and The Ashdown Centre in
Worthing. The workshops offer a real
arranging and editing their own
opportunity for self-expression
music projects using Logic Pro
and creativity. Course
X, which is a great piece of
participants can express their
professional music software!
feelings in a safe positive way
The equipment is already
and channel their creativity
being used at QM Studios in
into making and recording a
Horsham where groups from
quality piece of music.
the Butterfly Project, The
If you want to know more
Strawford Centre and other
about the sessions please
local organisations are getting
contact Adam Gellibrand.
hands on music technolgy
Email: info@qmstudios.co.uk
sessions. Groups are setting up tracks,
composing electronic music, editing
projects and getting creative with the
equipment!
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Poetry Adventures!

I love adventures! For me, poetry is really
exciting because it can lead us to places
we’ve never been before and take us on
many different journeys, painting a richness
of ‘word and sound pictures’ along the way.
Poems don’t have to rhyme and can be
constructed of sounds and
movement as well as words.
Boom! Boom! Whoosh
Whoosh! Zing, Zing! CRASH!!
Lifting a poem off the page is a
bit like directing a film or play.
Films and plays are not only
made up of words but scenery,
sound, drama and action. The
story comes off the screen or
stage. Poems can come off
the page to meet us in a multimedia and exciting way! In my sessions,
the children and young people themselves
become film directors!
The workshops are unique
because the participants,
themes and subjects
change, as well as the
different interpretations.
To each session and setting
I take a wide variety of
sensory materials which the
children or young people
can feel, hear, touch, see
and talk about, then decide
how they can be used to ‘Lift the Poems Off
the Page’.
Fabrics with a wide range of colours,
textures, materials and sizes.
Musical instruments including drums,
tambourines, bells, and xylophones as
well as electronic instruments to create
atmosphere, including a ‘Soundbeam’,
‘Skoog’, ‘Makey Makey’, synthesisers and
C.D.s.
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Props included torches, bubbles, bubble
wrap, puppets, costumes, hats and wigs,
tissue paper, sand, shells and jelly.
The poems are both written beforehand
and also created by the children and young
people themselves on the day.
My first 2019 session at
Worthing Library was a Saturday
afternoon’s ‘Story Magic’ and
part of the Workshop was about
bats. We also created a night
time scene with a full moon,
stars made from shining torches
and a landscape which the bats
flew across. We wrote our own
poem using words suggested by
the children and young people.
The second session was on the theme
of ‘Under and Over the Sea’ with pirates,
mermaids, fish, dolphins, undersea castles
and pirates’ treasure chests filled with
jewellery and coins.
Frances, Ethan and others
from the Library Team made
colourful cardboard fish
and jellyfish with ribbon
streamers, which the
children used to enact life
under the sea.
Beforehand, I had trays
of sand with shells which
everyone could feel and cubes of jelly to
create the sensation of a jelly fish.
We sang a song about Pirates (lyrics also
being poems) and finally walked the plank
which was made from brown wrapping
paper.
Together we read poems about pirates and
some children created a moving picture of
the pirates on the island. Using a very large
piece of blue fabric, adults held the corners
and moved it over the children like waves,
whilst they swam with the fish and jelly fish
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underneath. We voiced sea words and
sounds to make it a ‘multimedia’ poem.

Any theme is possible as a subject or idea
for poetry.

In Durrington Library with children from the
Primary School, we worked on the theme of
‘Journey into Space!’

At home you could try creating poems with
things in the kitchen, items in the garden
or a box of ‘all sorts’ which you could pull
things out from at random and see what
happens!

The children used the resources I’d taken
to create a spaceship, aliens and a moon’s
surface. We read some space poems
– including an Alien poem and created
sound effects including some with a mini
synthesiser. Another group used musical
instruments to produce the sounds of stars.
Whilst they were working, they thought of
space words which we wrote on cards and
stuck on a board, then read them out as a
completed poem. This became their very
own ‘Space Poem’. Here it is:
Journey Into Space!
Scrunching, crunching, moon boots.
Twinkling, floating.
Icy gases.
Whoosh!!!!!
Lonely, huge ears.
Shazam!!!
Stars on fire.
Whoosh, Kaboom!!!
Dark echo, eerie.
Wham!!
Slimy Alien.
Zappers.
Green, rainbow colours.
Creeping Aliens run away!!!!
S C A R Y !!!!!!!
Actions, sounds, items and the way we
read words, makes poetry exciting and
gives meaning. We can all express
ourselves differently, whatever our ability!

It’s creative, it’s interactive, it’s good for us
– it’s FUN!!!
Recent and future sessions include Manor
Green College in Crawley, Fordwater
School and Chichester Library as
well as Lyminster Primary School and
Littlehampton Library.
Themes include sensory experiences,
journeys, jungles, bubbles and Circus!
With special thanks to ‘Wellspring West
Sussex,’ ‘Fit, Well and pConnected’,
W.S.C.C. ‘Family and Wellbeing Library
Service’ and
‘The Big Lottery
Community
Fund’, through
whom I’ve
been able to
take these ‘Lifting Poetry Off The Page!’
adventures to a variety of groups and
settings across West Sussex.
Under Fives Resource Guide
Funded through Wellspring West Sussex
and the Lottery’s ‘Awards For All’, in 2017
I provided creative and interactive play
sessions for under fives across West
Sussex, primarily with children and families
known to the Portage Service. I put
together a booklet of some of the activities
and resources I used, as well as articles
about play by Francesca and Tandy, two
Portage Co-ordinators. The activities are
starting points and can lead on to other
ideas. The booklet is available as a PDF
on the Wellspring website:
www.wellspringwestsussex.org.uk/chris.html

Chris North
Email: chrisfun61418@hotmail.com
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Into the Frame

I am a full time wheelchair user and I have
Spina Bifida and Hydrocephalus. I attended
main stream education both at Primary and
Secondary Level and went to Chichester
College for 3 years to study computing.

I attended a number of sport taster sessions but
due to health issues I did not feel comfortable
or inspired by anything. My only sport was
a social swim once a week but
further health issues stopped
this. It was by chance that I
became aware there was a
Fencing Club in Chichester. I
went along and felt at ease and
was captivated by the sport.
Chichester Fencing Club (CFC)
meets on Friday evenings at
Chichester High School. Like
a lot of fencing clubs CFC runs
Wheelchair Fencing sessions at
the same time as able bodied
fencing sessions. This means
that all the family or friends can
enjoy closely related sports.
I posted some videos on social media, taken
of me in full gear, with sabre in hand fencing
against my trainer. In one of the videos the
weapons had been digitally changed to light
sabres. This attracted a lot of interest from
people all over the world and I had many
invitations to visit them and talk to their clubs
about Wheelchair Fencing.
It became evident from other
emails that I received that
so many people, even those
involved in sport had not heard of
Wheelchair Fencing.
I was contacted by a lady called
Sonia Sanghani, who had written
a book about cycling for people
who are amputees, she was very
eager to get disability sports to
a wider audience. She asked if
I would consider writing a book
on the sport and she would
give support where she could.
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Hence the start of my book INTO THE FRAME.
Numerous phone calls, emails and face to face
contact with Sonia proved a great help. As
promised she was there when I needed advice.
The name of the book “INTO the FRAME”
comes from the fact that the Fencing
Wheelchairs are securely fixed to a floor frame
for competitions, which is compulsory above
club level.
As a club fencer I felt I could not
write a book as an authority on
the sport so I have written INTO
THE FRAME as an insight into
Wheelchair Fencing. It is easy
to read and is suitable for the
beginner or even somebody who
is just looking for a sport. Most
of the information has come from
personal experiences, meeting
and listening to fencers and
research on the internet.
The book includes a brief
history of the sword and the
transition from being a weapon
of war to being used for sport.
Also included is a description of clothing and
equipment, the process of classification, some
rules and regulations, the etiquette of the sport
and what it is like to compete in competition.
The most interesting section of the book for
me and the most enjoyable to do is entitled
“Behind the Mask”. This involved
contacting Fencers and Officials
from all over the world, asking
them for their life stories and how
they became part of the sport.
The stories included in the book
are from Fencers and Officials
from all levels of the sport, some
are World Champions, some are
Paralympians and some are Club
Fencers.
The hardest part of the book was
making sure that the information
in the book is correct. My trainer
Viv Mills, who is well known
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in the Wheelchair Fencing world, has read
the transcript several times and has given
guidance on several points which have been
amended.
It has taken 3 years from starting INTO THE
FRAME to getting it into print. There have
been some stressful times while compiling the
book, mainly by trying to make it accurate,
but the final formatting was very difficult and I
nearly gave up on it. I am glad I finished it. I
feel I have achieved something but I do not
think I would ever do it again.
My main reason for writing the book was to
make people aware of the sport of Wheelchair
Fencing and I hope it may spark an interest in

people looking for a sport. It is fun, it is social
and it changed my life.
For the future I want to continue to enjoy the
sport of Wheelchair Fencing, attend the training
sessions organised by British Disability Fencing
(britishdisabilityfencing.co.uk) and keep up with
the friends I have made from the sport.
The book “INTO THE FRAME” by Jonathan
Collins can be purchased online from
Amazon.co.uk for £16.92 (paperback).
Jonathan Collins
photo taken by Kathryn Evans

Kids Blossom

Kids Blossom currently offer activity sessions
every Saturday in Worthing, West Sussex
for children aged 5 and above with additional
needs and disabilities. Our aim is to support
children and families in a safe and secure
environment in our community. At Kids Blossom
we pride ourselves in giving everyone equal
opportunities to enrich and enhance their lives.

The inspiration behind the company
all came from manager Poppy Fuller’s
younger sister Blossom. Blossom
had a variety of different health issues
from birth including epilepsy, partial
deafness and she also had difficulties
with her vision. Blossom was told she
would never be able to walk. Blossom
is now 14 years old and to this day
no official diagnosis has been made apart from
the suggestion of Blossom being on the Autistic
Spectrum. Through
structure, consistency and
patience Blossom has
exceeded all expectations
and continues to grow and
‘blossom’ into a beautiful,
happy young lady. Poppy
would now like the
opportunity to support

other families and carers in similar situations to
have some respite care with confidence.
OUR SESSIONS ARE
BETWEEN 9:00am and
1.00pm AND INCLUDE
THE FOLLOWING;

• Sensory play
• Educational activities
• Sports
• Karaoke
• Board
Games
• Music
• Creative
activities (e.g. colouring and painting)
• Team building / social interaction
• Relaxation (e.g. Sensory pod)
• Reading
And many more!
Our sessions are adaptable to fit each child’s
individual needs.
For more information or to book in now please
Email: info@kidsblossom.co.uk or
Tel: 01903 357052
www.kidsblossom.co.uk
www.facebook.com/kidsblossomuk/
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Lizzie’s Limitless Adventure

Limitless Travel was started in 2016 by Angus
Drummond who was diagnosed with Muscular
Dystrophy aged 22. He
created a company that would
enable people with disabilities
to travel without limitations.
I found out last year that
Limitless Travel was doing a wheelchair
accessible coach trip to Holland, there was
no question about booking as
I had always longed to see
the bulb fields. The team
enabled me to have the holiday
of a lifetime where disability
disappeared and allowed my
parents to have a total break
from our normal life. To find
out more about Limitless Travel
visit www.limitlesstravel.org

Our journey began at the Ramada Hotel
South Mimms where we met two of the other
travellers and discussed how excited we were!
We were met by the six Limitless Travel team
members who immediately made us feel safe
and at ease. They helped take all our luggage
to the specially adapted coach where we met
Stewart our lovely driver. I drove onto the lift
and felt really high up as I went onto the coach
which had space for four wheelchairs to be
clamped down. We picked up the rest of the
passengers in Dover then and headed for the
ferry to Calais. We were then a group of 16,
with varying needs. Unfortunately we weren’t
able to go out on deck on the ferry but we sat
near the windows and watched the White Cliffs
getting smaller.
We drove for two hours then
had a rest stop at a service
station in Belgium. It was
really interesting to see all the
different snack foods on sale;
pots of salami and cheeses
as well as bouquets of sweets! As a lifelong
collector, I was also thrilled to see Playmobil
in the shop! The last stage of the journey took
over 3 hours and was all in the dark. We felt as
if we were in a plane whizzing along the runway
without the take off!
We finally arrived at our hotel in the village of
Der Rijp, 40 minutes north of Amsterdam after

midnight. Even though we were all feeling
quite exhausted, we were kept buoyant by
our lovely tour manager Hannah. The hotel
was just like a museum – full of quirky and
interesting things from old buses and trams, to
Meccano fairground rides! We were provided
with a feast of delicious soup before heading
to our room. It was the biggest hotel room we
have ever had with so much space and I even
had a profiling bed! The bathroom was also
huge, which is always a bonus. Once we’d
unpacked we went to bed but my body felt as if
we were still moving!
In the morning Hannah
took us all into the village,
a 10 minute walk along
smooth cycle tracks. It
was so interesting looking
at the old buildings (some
17th century!), canals
and visiting the museum where we did a bit
of souvenir shopping! After lunch we went
to Amsterdam for a private canal boat trip. I
wondered how I would get on the boat as all
the ones I had seen were very low down. I
didn’t have long to think about it, as a ramp was
put down on the jetty
and the floor of the boat
magically lifted up; the
only scary part being
no edges to the lift!
All the team and the
captain were nearby
though so I felt sure
nothing could go wrong! The boat trip was 90
minutes and we all had a wonderful time seeing
all the buildings and looking down all the canals
which stretched off into the distance.
We had time after the boat trip to have a drink
in a very busy square of cafes watching all
the bicycles whizzing by – they didn’t stop
for anyone and crossing roads was quite
challenging! In the evening we got to know the
group better over supper in a lovely restaurant
near the zoo. When we finally got back to the
hotel we couldn’t believe how much we had
fitted in on our first day in Holland!
The next day we went to Keukenhof Gardens.
It was a beautiful drive, with wide fields and
bright stripes of tulips; we didn’t even mind
getting stuck in a traffic jam as the scenery
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was so interesting. On arrival we were just
a small group in the thousands of tourists,
but the Limitless team were so calm and kept
us together until we were safely through the
entrance. Immediately there
were enormous flowerbeds
of brightly coloured tulips,
daffodils and hyacinths with lots
of “wows” and breath-taking
views!! There was a stunning
water fountain made like a
dandelion clock and people
were sitting peacefully around
the pond listening to a fairground organ. I felt
very independent driving off by myself along
the smooth paths. I couldn’t believe my eyes
and we couldn’t stop taking photos; more bright
colours were around every corner and a huge
windmill with the sails turning.

discovered on their website before we came
away! First we went to the Hockney – Van
Gogh: The Joy of Nature exhibition - incredible!
Many of the works on display were done on his
iPad which has really inspired me to do more
art on my computer. After lunch we did 3 floors
of work by Van Gogh and his friends. It was so
crowded and some pictures were hard to see
but we were finally found his Sunflowers and
The Bedroom at the end!! There
was just time to sit in sun in the
park before heading back to
the coach and our final supper
in the hotel, when Hannah
gave everyone a chocolate
bunny. We all sat outside on
our last evening and watched a
beautiful sunset, chatting more
about our memories and hopes for future trips.

Back at the hotel my parents hired a bicycle
and we set off, along wide tracks across fields
next to beautiful canals with ducks and geese
with their babies. I was able to go at full speed
while one of my parents cycled and the other
walked. We had to force ourselves to turn
around in order to get back to the hotel in
time for supper! It was another jolly evening,
chatting at a huge round
table sharing our travel
stories with Hannah.

There were more stunning views with tulips
and windmills as we zoomed along on our
drive home. Our ferry was sailing from Dunkirk
and we were on a DFDS
boat. We all preferred the
port and the shiny ferry.
We were able to get out on
deck and enjoy the sea air
as we waved France away.
At the Dover drop off point,
everyone said really sad
farewells to five of our new friends. The coach
felt empty on the way back to South Mimms
and we did final goodbyes with the remaining
two travellers and Hannah and the team,
before waving the coach off into the night back
to Birmingham. We couldn’t stop talking about
everything until our heads hit the hotel pillows.

After breakfast on Easter
Day we all boarded
the coach back into
Amsterdam. On the way
Hannah handed out bunny ears and masks
to the Limitless staff so they would be clearly
visible to us through the day! By now the
Limitless team were getting very expert at
fastening me and the other two wheelchair
users down. It felt just like a Formula One pit
stop with the buzz of clamps and seatbelts all
being put on so efficiently, then being removed
when we arrived. Each time I had to come
down forwards on the lift, I felt a bit braver as
Stewart was so calm.
We were surprised both times we went into
Amsterdam the public loos had opening
hours and on this visit we had to wait until
11.30am for it to open (it closed at 5pm!).
We went to the museum shop and explored
the market before going to the Van Gogh
Museum. I was so happy to buy the special
edition Rijksmuseum Playmobil sets that I had

Now we are home we feel as if we had a
wonderful dream! There are many memories
and we really miss all our new friends. Luckily
we are keeping in touch on Facebook and
have been sharing photos and missing each
other. We all hope we’ll meet again on
another Limitless Travel adventure; I couldn’t
recommend the company more highly!
Lizzie Baily
lizzie@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk
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CYCALL

CYCALL is a Community Interest Company which
was launched in May 2018. Our aim is to provide
adapted cycling equipment for adults and children
with a disability which prevents them from using a
standard bikes. The barriers which exist
to prevent disabled people accessing
cycling may be physical, emotional or
financial. CYCALL rides will take place
along the beautiful Worthing Promenade
which is an ideal setting because it is
easily accessible with ramped access
and disabled parking. There is also a
‘Changing Places’ toilet on the prom. Worthing
Prom is socially vibrant and CYCALL rides will
provide an inclusive activity for everyone.
We have been overwhelmed by the support of the
local community and have been
successful in securing funding from
a number of sources including Sport
England and The National Lottery.
On a very cold day, Martine, Rob
and Tanya who are voluntary
CYCALL directors travelled up to
Gloucester to order our first VAN
RAAM side by side trike and fun
train which seats 4 people from
Tomcat Special Needs Innovation.
We are very excited to be taking
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delivery of our first bike which is being produced
in Holland and is bespoke to our specifications.
CYCALL is now in a position to order a Van Raam
Wheelchair Transporter bike...don’t worry all of our
bikes will have electric assistance so the
‘pilot’ wont need to much pedal power!
A Little plea....next on our list are
specially adapted trikes for children.
The trikes will have ‘carer control’
attached to the back to allow for Rear
Steering, Braking and Speed Control by
the carer from behind the rider.
Do you have any special requirements that you
would like on the bikes? If you have any ideas
please email cycallworthing@gmail.com to let
Martine know what would make a perfect bike for a
child with additional needs. To find
out more about CYCALL please
visit our Facebook Page
www.facebook.com/groups/cycall
or our website
www.asouth4all.co.uk/cycall
Please keep an eye out for us on
Worthing Promenade and come and
say “Hello”. I also hope to welcome
some of you on CYCALL rides in
the very near future.

Head 2 Head Theatre

Half-day fun activities tailored for a wide range of
disabilities, which can be shared with siblings &
parents. An interactive, multi-sensory story will
unfold as participants move around the venue &
grounds discovering scenes & meeting characters.
Multi-sensory props, puppetry & sing/sign will make
the experience accessible, educational, stimulating
& fun for everyone. Bring a picnic & enjoy
lunchtime games, craft activities & sensory
tent. Introductory Sessions for those with
ASD.

What we do:
• FUN FOR ALL: Although tailored for ages 0-25,
the show is suitable for the whole family.
• SPECIAL SCHOOL VENUES: Most of our venues
provide on-site parking, accessible toilets and hoists
(please bring your own sling). We visit special
schools in Chichester, Horsham, Crawley & Burgess
Hill (& neighbouring counties).
• SUITABILITY Activity suitable for a wide range
and varying levels of disabilities including SPLD,
ASD, PMLD, VI, HI, complex needs and disabilities.
• FAMILIARISATION: You will receive a widgit

symbol advance pack. You may book a ‘backstage’
familiarisation visit (suitable for participants with
anxiety issues) We also offer a session dedicated to
those on the Autism Spectrum.
ABOUT US:
Our team of professional actors has a total of 30
years’ experience in multi-sensory theatre. Full DBS
checks, Public Liability Insurance £10m.
Some events will be running in Chichester
and Horsham during August so contact
Head 2 Head for more details!
Our users say:
A brilliant interactive experience. So much fun while
providing all the right levels of sensory, musical and
emotional involvement. The children and adults
enjoyed it very much! Looking forward to the next
event! Thanks.
Tel: 01372 278021 or 07519 747290
www.head2headtheatre.co.uk/families
www.facebook.com/head2headtheatre
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Kangaroos Celebrate 25 Years!

2019 is a significant year for local Mid
Sussex special needs charity Kangaroos,
as it’s celebrating its 25th anniversary, and
to mark this event the organisation has
launched a special fundraising campaign to
help create some wonderful
lasting memories for its
children and young people.
The charity launched its
‘Memory of a Lifetime’
campaign at the More Radio
awards in September 2018
setting a target of £100,000.
This will help to provide some
very special activities and once in a lifetime
trips for its members who have a range
of learning disabilities and
complex needs, with the aim of
enriching their lives with some
lasting happy memories that
they will treasure and look back
on with a smile.
Kangaroos was originally set up in 1994
by a handful of parents of children who
attended Court Meadow special needs
school in Cuckfield. At that time there
was no real provision for after
school, weekend or holiday
activities for children with
special needs in that area and
parents were keen that their
children could be given the
opportunity to enjoy a social
life out of school like any other
child enjoys and takes for
granted, and this is still Kangaroos’ ethos
today.
Originally a Saturday playscheme with six
children, Kangaroos now provides year
round clubs and trips out for over 200
young people. Kangaroos does not only
cater for children, it has a wide ranging
social programme for young adults, many
of which joined Kangaroos from its early
beginnings. Kangaroos has played an
important part in their difficult transition
period from child to adulthood.

Parent testimonials:
‘Kangaroos is a fantastic charity with
amazing staff and volunteers. Our son
loves going there to see his friends and
enjoys the wide variety of activities on
offer. It is a very caring
environment and the staff are
very experienced. Kangaroos
has helped us as a family and
I would highly recommend
them.’
‘Thanks so much for Marcus’s
fabulous sessions this
half term and thank you to
everyone who looked after him with such
compassion, kindness and
generosity of spirit we think
you are all wonderful.’
‘You are an amazing team
and work so very hard and
so closely together. Jack
is so lovely I really enjoyed
being with him. He was so patient with me
especially when I was attempting to put his
coat on!’
Kangaroos needs your help to realise our
dream of making 2019 a
very special year for all the
young people we support
and give them that ‘Memory
of a Lifetime’ that will remain
with them for the rest of their
lives. Kangaroos are seeking
support from businesses,
community groups and
individuals to help get behind this
campaign.
Please contact:
fundraising@kangaroos.org.uk if you are
able to get involved in any way.
To find out more about Kangaroos and what
it offers visit www.kangaroos.org.uk or
www.facebook.com/Kangaroos.midsussex
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Face2Face

Reaching Families are working with longstanding partners Amaze, to establish
a new peer based befriending service
in West Sussex for families of children
who are undergoing or have recently
undergone diagnosis.
Face-2-Face West Sussex provides
emotional and practical
support to parent-carers. The
service is delivered by a team
of volunteer befrienders who
are all parents of children with
additional needs. They have
intensive training, undergo
DBS checks and are given ongoing
supervision. Initially the coordinator sets
up a home visit and parents are matched
with a befriender. The project is based
on a successful Face-2-Face service
delivered by Amaze in Brighton & Hove.

Face-2-Face will be piloted in Worthing
and Crawley but will eventually be
available to parent-carers across
West Sussex. If you are interested in
participating in the project either as a
befriender or would benefit from using the

WELLSPRING
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service please contact Reaching Families’
Face-2-Face Project Co-ordinator, Rachel
Fielding. Tel: 07535 386687, or you can
Email: rachel@reachingfamilies.org.uk
Outreach Volunteers
Like many small charities Reaching
Families has a small team of staff who
need help in maximising the
number of families we can
support across West Sussex.
In particular we would really
benefit from support with the
following:• Providing help to parents
and staff at our Umbrellas Support Groups
(see more information below)
• Promoting our work at various
community events
• Representing Reaching Families at
groups in your local area
• Distributing information to pre-schools,
GP surgeries and other community venues
If you are interested in any of these
opportunities please contact Rachel
Fielding using the contact details given
above.

Umbrellas Parent Support Groups
Support from fellow parent-carers has
proved to be one of the most effective ways
in which families of children with special
educational needs and disabilities build
resilience. Reaching Families has therefore
established a number of parent support
groups at various locations across West
Sussex.
Known as Umbrellas, our groups provide
an informative, supportive, relaxed and
non-judgemental environment within which
parents can swap life experiences, share
hints and tips, seek advice and share
information and resources. Our groups,
which currently meet monthly, are based in
Billingshurst, Littlehampton and Worthing.

How to join in
If you are interested in attending the
Umbrellas group in Billingshurst please
contact Rebecca Martland.
Tel: 07305 053237
or Email: Rebecca@reachingfamilies.org.uk
If you are interested in joining the Umbrellas
group in Worthing or Littlehampton please
contact Hannah Delmar-Addy.
Tel: 07951 794734
or Email: Hannah@reachingfamilies.org.uk
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Creating a Wiki
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Wikis are simple, accessible, secure and You can find out more about Wikis
easy to build personal websites.
through the Rix Research and Media
Website:
• They can be used to create multimedia
www.rixwiki.org
person-centred plans that use pictures,
Wiki’s can now be accessed by
words, video and sound to capture the
individuals directly through Rix at a cost
voice, skills, aspirations and needs of
of £60 per year.
the individual.
• A Wiki allows individuals and families
“I was introduced to Katie’s Wiki page
to share their story in their own way.
by her Mother Rachel. Rachel thought it
• A Wiki is owned by
would be a good idea
the individual/family
for me to have a look
they are private and
prior to my visit with
secure and password
Katie. I thought it was a
protected, the owner of
really good way to gain
the Wiki decides what
a wealth of information
information from the
about Katie that would
Wiki they want to share
have taken so much
and with whom to share
time to obtain face to
it with.
face. By simply logging
on to the page I could access Katie’s
Wikis give individuals and families the
low vision assessment and see videos
chance to tell their story in their own
on how her eyesight affects her ability to
words - focusing on skills, talents and
read print. I could then easily access a
aspirations. It can be used to share
link to what Katie likes to do in her spare
information with different
time, school life, and
people and means that
aspirations for the future.
family’s do not have to
I feel that it gave a great
tell their story repeatedly.
insight into Katie’s life and
Wikis can be used to share
from a sight loss point of
information for Education
view allowed me to see
Health and Care plans,
her low vision assessment
annual reviews, medical
including what text size
appointments and sharing
she can read. All in all
successes.
it was a great benefit to
Personal Wikis
have access to this.” Mark Brownlow,
West Sussex are currently Piloting a
ROVI, - Independent Living Team.
number of personal Wikis across the
Article from the Local Offer:
county and individuals and their families
www.westsussex.local-offer.org/
are already telling us about the benefits
information_pages/367-wiki
to them.

Images from
www.rixwiki.org
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Pallant House Gallery

Pallant House Gallery in Chichester houses
one of the most important collections of 20th
Century British Art in the country. The Gallery
is a Grade I listed 18th century townhouse
joined with a 21st century
contemporary extension. The
Gallery has an exciting programme
of exhibitions and events. You can
find us on North Pallant, which is
just off East Street (opposite M&S
Food).

Community Programme
Since 2002, the Gallery has had an
innovative Community Programme.
The programme has provided
opportunities for adults of all
ages and abilities to explore their
enjoyment of art. We run a number
of artist led workshops, which enable
people to create artwork in a safe
and inclusive environment. Alongside our
varied studio workshops, we also run a unique
scheme called ‘Partners in Art’. This is a longterm project that enables people interested
in art with support needs to be in a creative
partnership with a specially trained volunteer.
Access
The contemporary wing, which opened in 2006,
provided the Gallery with improved accessibility
and we have a large lift to all floors. We have 2

disabled toilets on the ground floor (left & right
transference). The ground floor is street level
with automatic doors. We have a hearing loop
at the main front desk and a portable loop is
available. We are currently working
on a visual guide to the gallery
and a full access guide. We are
also looking for new members to
join our Access Forum; this newly
formed group will meet 3 times a
year to feedback access issues and
ideas to the Gallery. We hope that
this will ensure that the Gallery is
meeting (and exceeding!) the needs
of all our visitors.
The Gallery offers free admission
for under 18’s, carers, and students
(valid NUS card required). It is
also free for people who receive
Jobseekers allowance, DLA, ESA
and PIP.
More info about all our events can be found on
our website: www.pallant.org.uk
If you are interested in joining the Community
Programme and would like more information
please contact Emily Robson
or Lucy Greenfield.
Email: community@pallant.org.uk
Tel: 01243 770833

Fit, Well & Connected

Are you a Charity or a Not for Profit Organisation
looking for expert funding advice for computers,
printers, a new website, new musical technologies,
sound and vision products or any IT related item?
Maybe we can help!
Fit, Well and Connected is a Sussex
based Social Enterprise providing the
specialist skills needed by the voluntary
sector to fund and upgrade their computers to
ensure Charities have the technology needed to
futureproof the sector and the vital work it does in
the community.
We understand the voluntary sector intimately and
have specialist funders, computer installers and
network engineers to ensure your dream project
becomes reality.
Not only do we supply and install futureproofed
technology we also supply specialist funding

expertise that ensures not only high-quality
computers but funds to finance the project as well.
We use a variety of national funding programs to
fund our projects. It provides grants to small groups
of up to £10,000 to renew old equipment,
promotion and publicity, venue hire,
volunteer recruitment and retention and
training.
The fund is a fantastic opportunity for small groups
who are run by volunteers, but the application
form is time consuming and complex to complete
and volunteers often don’t have the time or skills
necessary to apply for a grant.
For more information contact us!
Tel: 0800 8886408
Email: enquiries@fitwellandconnected.org.uk
www.fitwellandconnected.org.uk
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Wheely Wonders

Our first Wheely Wonders sessions of the year
have gone really well and Jen Keil and I have
welcomed back friends we have made over the last
two years, as well as meeting new families at our
two April sessions. These were themed with lots
of Spring activities including an Easter egg hunt at
the first one! At half term in May we are
running a day for PACSO children and
are already planning more dates for the
summer.
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Forest School activities with Jen and enjoying some
time in the woodland relaxing in the hammock or
on the swing. Younger children will love playing in
the mud kitchen and hunting for bugs! Before lunch
you’ll be able to try out some fire lighting skills and
toast marshmallows round the campfire in the field.
After a picnic lunch I will run a Craft
Club session where you will make at
least two items to take home at end of
the afternoon!

We are very grateful to the Shanly
Foundation and the Thornton Trust
who have enabled Wellspring to fully
fund the Wheely Wonders days. We
are now looking for new funding so
we can continue to run the days and
welcome more families through the year.

I also run my Craft Club on term time
Saturdays in my accessible art studio
and welcome children aged 4 to 11 of
all abilities. Wellspring funds places for
children with special needs as well as
brothers and sisters. Contact me for
more details!

We would love to offer our Wheely Wonders days
(at my smallholding in Sidlesham) to more people
across the county, so please get in touch if you
would like us to run a day for your group or perhaps
even a private party day for friends and family! You
will have a brilliant morning meeting all the farm
animals including feeding Jigsaw and Puzzle the
Pygmy goats and Rosemary the donkey, doing

To keep updated on future Wheely Wonders dates
as well as other Forest School events please
contact me or Like the Woodland Wonders Forest
School Facebook page:

www.facebook.com/woodlandwondersforestschool/

Lizzie Baily
lizzie@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk

ADVERTORIAL

Southern Mobility Vehicles

We are Southern Mobility Vehicles
and we only sell wheelchair accessible
vehicles.
We invite you to come and browse our
wide selection of low mileage, freshly
prepared vehicles at your leisure. There
is never any pressure and we make sure
we have all the time in the world to talk
you through the different vehicles we have and how
certain features and benefits might work for you.
The good news is the kettle is always on!

Please feel free to call us or visit is any time and a
warm welcome awaits. The ability to travel makes a
huge difference to the lives of thousands of disabled
people across the UK. Wheelchair accessible
vehicles (WAVs) can be driven by carers, friends
or family members, and in many cases disabled
people are able to drive the vehicle themselves.
We deal in all sizes of Wheelchair Adapted Vehicles
(WAVs) from 2 seats plus a wheelchair user up
to 16 seats plus multiple wheelchairs which are
suitable for care homes, schools and charities. We
can build and bespoke vehicles too so if you are

looking for a larger vehicle and you
need 10 seats plus 3 wheelchair spaces
we can build to your specification.
All work is carried out by a certified
conversion company to your build
and we are here to advise on vehicle
suitability.

We keep a wide variety right across the range,
so you can sample most of the vehicles that are
available today in one place. Why not come along
and see what we have in stock right now or visit us
at
www.southernmobilityvehicles.co.uk to find you
four wheeled freedom. We are located 3 miles
north of Bognor on the A29 just south of Westergate
and our postcode is
PO20 3SU if you want to look to see where we are.
Feel free to call us on 01243 544444
or 01243 586444 if you’d prefer and we look
forward to seeing you soon. Please mention
that you found out about
Southern Mobility Vehicles
in Wellspring West Sussex
newsletter!
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Reaching Families Training

Parent-carers require a range of skills above and
beyond the normal parenting experience. Whether
it’s understanding your child’s behaviour or helping
them achieve better sleep, access to training is vital
to helping parents develop these skills.
Reaching Families delivers a series of training
workshops across a wide variety of subjects that
we know are challenges for parents and
families, including:• Anxiety in children
• Challenging behavior (in younger
children and adolescents)
• DLA, PIP and other benefits
• E-safety
• EHCP assessment process
• Handling stress & building resilience
• Sensory processing difficulties
• Sleep management
Our training is delivered in a road show format,
which means we can reach families right across
West Sussex.

Advertising with Wellspring
Please get in touch if you have a business or service
you would like to advertise
via our newsletters and website.
A full page advertorial costs £50. You will then get a
half page in 2 further editions of the newsletter plus
your details on our website for a year.
For £25 you will have a half page and a smaller
notice in 2 more editions plus listing on our website.
Wellspring West Sussex has a website
and Facebook page!
www.wellspringwestsussex.org.uk

Please support us through
www.easyfundraising.org.uk - every time you shop at
many online retailers, a percentage will be donated to us!

Please write to us at:
Wellspring West Sussex,
c/o 26 Goldsmith Road,
Worthing
West Sussex
BN14 8ER
lizzie@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk

Summer dates:
• Tuesday 18th June 9.45am-12.30pm - Making
Sense of Bullying, Trafalgar Road Baptist Church,
Horsham
• Friday 21st June 9.45am-12.30pm - Handling
Stress & Building your own Resilience, Thomas
A Becket Infant School, Worthing
• Tuesday 25th June 9.45am-12.30pm
- Making Sense of Anxiety (Primary
age children), Billingshurst Community
Centre
• Thursday 4th July 9.45am-12.30pm Making Sense of Parenting Siblings of Children
with SEND, The King’s Church, Burgess Hill
For more details and booking information
Tel: 01903 366360
Email: admin@reachingfamilies.org.uk
www.reachingfamilies.org.uk/training.htm

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is
intended to strengthen and unify data protection for
all individuals within the European Union. If you are
receiving an individual copy of this newsletter that
means we hold your details on our mailing list for
this purpose. We do not share our data with any third
parties. Due to changes in the law from May 2018, we
need to confirm that you are happy for us to continue
to hold your details. If you DO NOT wish to continue
receiving the newsletter please let us know by
Email: lizzie@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk
Post: 26 Goldsmith Road Worthing BN14 8ER
Text: 07742 408868
If you do not contact us we will take this as
confirmation that you are happy to continue receiving
the newsletter.

The next edition will be
You Can Do It!
If you would like to contribute any articles or letters
to this edition, please send or e-mail to us
by 30th September 2019.
Printed by Instant Print www.instantprint.co.uk
Typeset and designed by Lizzie Baily:
lizzie@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk
Wellspring West Sussex has a child protection policy in operation and copies can be
made available on request. Any disabled child or young person in West Sussex who
expresses concerns about what may be happening to them will be encouraged to
contact one of the nominated agencies for help. This policy is also available on the
website www.wellspringwestsussex.org.uk
The information here is for your guidance and is not a recommendation by
Wellspring West Sussex. Comments expressed within Wellspring West Sussex do not
necessarily reflect those of the committee or the funding agencies.

